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David Icke Truth Vibrations
David Icke exposes what he says is the real story behind global events which shape the future of human existence.
In a book that marks the author's 20th year of uncovering suppressed information, he takes the manipulation of the human race and the nature of reality to new levels of understanding and calls for humanity to rise from its knees and take back the world from the sinister network of families and
non-human entities that covertly control us from cradle to grave. Original.
The following Story is true and a few names have been changed for obvious reasons. Everything else is true and nothing has been left out. From the age of about two or three years old, I was raised by my father who is the Head or 'CEO' (for lack of a better word) of "The Brotherhood" or "The
Illuminati," it's most commonly known name. I was indoctrinated by my father, in all areas of the world of White Slavery, Money Laundering, Arm's Dealing, Drug Trafficking/Smuggling, you name it. His main body guard, along with my father trained me to be the most lethal female assassin in
the world as well. This is my story. This was my life. Oh. And also? I was his wife as well. He made it so. [Brotherhood, Illuminati, secret society, Bohemian Grove, Got, Out, Alive]
How-and why- were UFOs so prevalent in both conspiracy theories and the New Age milieu in the post-Cold War period? In this ground-breaking book, David G. Robertson argues that UFOs symbolized an uncertainty about the boundaries between scientific knowledge and other ways of validating
knowledge, and thus became part of a shared vocabulary. Through historical and ethnographic case studies of three prominent figures-novelist and abductee Whitley Strieber; environmentalist and reptilian proponent David Icke; and David Wilcock, alleged reincarnation of Edgar Cayce-the
investigation reveals that millennial conspiracism offers an explanation as to why the prophesied New Age failed to arrive-it was prevented from arriving by malevolent, hidden others. Yet millennial conspiracism constructs a counter-elite, a gnostic third party defined by their special knowledge. An
overview of the development of UFO subcultures from the perspective of religious studies, UFOs, Conspiracy Theories and the New Age is an innovative application of discourse analysis to the study of present day alternative religion.
Remember 'where' You are and where You 'come' From-- Remember-Mitakuye oyasin
--and the Truth Shall Set You Free
UFOs, Conspiracy Theories and the New Age
The Biggest Secret
In the Light of Experience
Sun Behind The Sun

The author explains his belief that the "world" is a virtual-reality game that exists because we believe it does. Original.
"I want to make it clear before we start what the title represents. Everything You Need To Know, But Have Never Been Told does not refer to all that people need to know in terms of information and knowledge. How could you
put that between two covers? Religious books claim to do this but they are works of self-delusion and perceptual imprisonment. Everything You Need To Know in this case refers to the information necessary to open entirely
new ways of thinking and perceiving reality, both in the seen and unseen, from which everything else will come. This book is a start not a finish. It is written in layers with information placed upon information that together
reveals the picture by connecting the parts. The parts are fascinating, but the picture is devastating. Prepare for a perception reboot]] "
In 1990, claiming to have received psychic communications, David Icke made a series of bizarre and dramatic pronouncements which attracted widespread controversy and ridicule. This autobiography provides an account of
Icke's boyhood, his various careers, his motivations and his life today.
Alien Reptilians, who are multidimensional extraterrestrials, have been plaguing our planet for eons, lowering our vibrational frequency and using fear, manipulation, and mind-control to dominate and enslave humanity. They
have no natural enemies here, so they have had free rein to carry out their agenda. But that is no longer the case! The Arcturians, a much more powerful race of multidimensional extraterrestrials, are right now helping to heal
the planet and raise its vibrational frequency by removing alien Reptilians and sending them to the Light. The Arcturians are highly advanced, very loving and peaceful beings from Arcturus, a star in the Bootes Constellation.
They are ready to communicate and work with any soul who aspires to journey with them to a higher level of consciousness. In their words: "The souls of the people of Mother Earth have suffered enough over the ages, and
now is the time to make the Age of Aquarius a new and glorious era." Wayne Brewer is a prominent private investigator with over 35 years of experience uncovering hidden truths and the author of "Are You Possessed? Now Is
the Time for Divine Intervention."
The Transcendent Wisdom of Neem Karoli Baba Told Through the Stories of the Westerners Whose Lives He Transformed
Love Changes Everything
David Icke's Do-It-Yourself Guide to Human & Planetary Transformation
Phantom Self
One Soul Or Millions at a Time
The Secret History of Freemasonry
The Seven Sisters of the Pleiades
Lifting The Veil Reveals the truth about Big Religion, Big Government, Big Broadcasting, Big Banks and Big Business - all run by an interlocking brotherhood. In this interview by Jon Rappoport, David Icke names names, organizations and gives detailed
descriptions on the structures of control in today's world. "Most Controversial Speaker In The World" is the label frequently given David Icke as an international speaker, author and campaigner for freedom. David Icke tours the world addressing increasingly
larger audiences. He is the author of nine books, including Children of the Matrix, The Biggest Secret; ."and the truth shall set you free"; Robots Rebellion; Truth Vibrations and I am Me, I Am Free. Jon Rappoport has been writing articles and books on politics
and health for fifteen years. His books include The Secret Behind Secret Societies; Madalyn Murray-O'Hair; Oklahoma City Bombing: The Suppressed Truth and Aids Inc.: Scandal of the Century. Jon also hosts the contraversial interview program "The Truth
About . . ." Book Size: 203 X 127
"Icke lays out in dot-connected detail a lifetime of research and insight about our 'computer'-simulated reality, the holographic universe, and the hidden non-human forces that are manipulating human life via hybrid bloodline families and networks into a
global Orwellian state of total control"--P. [4] of cover.
Betty Shine is a remarkable woman. Her extraordinary gifts - a clairvoyant ability to diagnose medically, her healing powers and her discovery of 'mind energy' - have made her one of Britain's foremost healers. Mind to Mind tells her story. Like Betty herself, it
is cheerful, down-to-earth and full of humour. It reveals how she became aware of her gifts and how she has used her experiences of mind energy to help others. Illustrated with a wide variety of examples and case histories, this is a uniquely helpful and
practical book by a woman whose powers have been a comfort and an inspiration to countless numbers of people.
The story of the mysterious, ancient priesthood with a mission to preserve their secret knowledge to help humanity - but also to control the development of the world.
The Shining Ones
Mind To Mind
The Robots' Rebellion – The Story of Spiritual Renaissance
The Answer
Children of the Matrix
Alice in Wonderland and the World Trade Center Disaster
How an Interdimentional Race Has Controlled the Planet for Thousands of Years - And Still Does
Sun Behind The Sun is an ebook for those who have already tasted the fruits of awakening, but aren’t yet quite sure where exactly spiritually they are. It’s for those interested in deepening their understanding about the
mystic union of the earthly soul with its divine companion (Higher Self), kundalini activation, deep meditation, sungazing, Eternal Sun and other deeper spiritual subjects. Here are some topics that are covered in the
book: *How archons operate in human affairs; *How to know your level of spiritual growth; *Recognize whether your spiritual growth is genuine or it’s a new-age illusive growth; *In-depth information on Kundalini; *Indepth information about the Higher Self; *Western way to achieve the union with your Higher Self (safer than the eastern yoga); *Esoteric meaning of Jesus’ crucifixion; *Esoteric Christian/Hindu/Buddhist teachings
explained; *How Christianity borrowed most of its tenets from pagan religions; *How and why planets rule us, and what to do about it; *What pagan deities really represent, and how this empowers those who know it; *How the
month in which a child is born determines his/her inclinations; *Celibacy magic and advice on semen preservation in relationships; *What the Holy Spirit really is, based on my research and personal experience; *An indepth sungazing guide (containing much more information than available online) *And so much more! This book is suitable for those genuinely interested in spiritual growth. In this book I’ve shared with you most of my
current spiritual developments and research. I’ve read many obscure and difficult to understand esoteric books and, coupled with my personal observations and long hours of meditation, I’m sharing with you my conclusions
about deeper spiritual topics.
Asserts that the story of the 9/11 disaster is a monumental lie. Original.
How an interdimensional race has controlled the planet for thousands of years - and still does.
An award-winning play about the relationship between brothers. Nothing but the Truth is the story of two brothers, of sibling rivalry, of exile, of memory and reconciliation, and the ambiguities of freedom. The play was
John Kani's debut as sole playwright and was first performed in the Market Theatre in Johannesburg. It won the 2003 Fleur du Cap Award for best actor and best new South African play. In the same year Kani was also awarded
a special Obie award for his extraordinary contribution to theatre in the USA.
Or It's All Bollocks -- Yes, All of it
From TV Celebrity to World Visionary
I Am Me, I Am Free
Green Politics Explained
Essential Briefings from Deep Space
One Woman's Journey Outside of America's Most Dangerous Cult, the Illuminati

"The Most Evil Secret Societies in History" examines fifteen of the most notorious organisations the world has ever seen. These are; The Illuminati, an ancient association dedicated to establishing a 'New World Order'; Argentum Astrum, a
black magic order formed by Aleister Crowley in 1907; The Thule Society, an Aryan brotherhood behind the Nazis; Muti Magic, practitioners of ritual murder; Ku Klux Klan, an American white supremacist cadre; The Tongs, violent Chinese
society linked to organised crime; Solar Temple, international suicide sect uncovered in the 1990s; The Hashishim, a murderous Muslem sect at the time of the Crusades; The Mau Mau, a ruthless tribal society in pre-Independence Kenya;
Aum Shinrikyo - Japanese terrorist survivalists; Odessa, a Nazi organisation perpetuating the vendetta against the Jews; SPK, an anarchist terrorist group active in the 1960s and 70s; The Thugees, Indian devotees of Kali, the Goddess of
Death; Camorra, a clandestine Italian network with Mafia links; and The Hell Fire Club, 18th Century English aristocrats dabbling in sex and politics.
"David Icke...has exposed the global network of families behind Big Banking, Big Biotech, Big Food, Big Government, Big Media and Big Pharma in book after book as his awareness has expanded -- and he takes this on to still new levels of
exposure in Remember Who You are...the key is in the title. We are enslaved because we identify with our body and our name, when these are only vehicles and symbols for what we really are -- Infinite Awareness, Infinite Consciousness. We
are imprisoned in the realms of the five senses and 'little me' when we are All That Is, All That Has Been and all That Can Ever Be. To breach the perceptual walls of the Saturn-Moon Matrix and bring and end to mass human enslavement, we
need to awaken to our true identity." -- Publisher's description.
Truth Vibrations is the first book in New Age visionary and conspiracy theorist David Icke’s series of groundbreaking exposés of the mysteries of life, the possibilities for the future of humanity, and the history of the global conspiracy known
as the New World Order. On 29 March 1990, David Icke visited a healer. What happened that day and in the months that followed changed his life forever. The former professional footballer, TV presenter and Green politician found himself
on a wondrous, transformative journey of discovery. Guided by master souls from other dimensions, he went to Canada, the United States and all over Britain, meeting sensitives and helping to balance the disturbed earth’s energy systems.
This journey led David Icke to write the explosive Truth Vibrations, a revelatory book which looks at the great mysteries which for centuries have baffled scientists, doctors and historians were unravelled for David Icke: why are we here? What
is the truth about God and Jesus? What happens to us when we die? What are crop circles and who makes them? Did Atlantis exist? Most importantly, David Icke reveals who the Illuminati and the Babylonian Brotherhood are, exposing a
global conspiracy that has been controlling the fate of the world’s people for century by keeping it in a state of mass hypnosis. But David Icke’s Truth Vibrations also offers hope, through his new vision of the world and his prediction for an
Age of Aquarius. Through his visions, David Icke has learned what is to befall humanity and what steps we can take to reduce the physical and emotional impact of the enormous changes that are about to confront our planet and all life upon
it. During his spiritual journey, he discovered the truth vibration, an energy frequency which can break us out of our hypnotised state and allow us to face the challenges of the twenty-first century. Many of the events he predicted in the eyeopening Truth Vibrations over 20 years ago have since come to pass, making David Icke’s extraordinary story and the message that Truth Vibrations brings to every man, woman and child of supreme importance to the future of planet Earth.
It is a must-read and will change your view of the New World Order forever. Truth Vibrations: Table of Contents Introduction Guided by the Light Life After Life Letters from the Gods The Grand Design Spirit of the Stones Lord of the Age
Diamonds in the Mud Journey to Aquarius New Vibrations The Message Notes
A celebration of Neem Karoli Baba, one of the most influential spiritual leaders of our time, the divine guru who inspired and led a generation of seekers—including Ram Dass, Daniel Goleman, and Larry Brilliant—on life-changing journeys
that have ultimately transformed our world. In 1967, Baba Ram Dass—former American Harvard professor Richard Alpert—left India to share stories of his mysterious guru, Neem Karoli Baba, known as Maharajji. Introducing idealistic
Western youth to the possibilities inherent in spiritual development, Ram Dass inspired a generation to turn on and tune in to a reality far different from the one they had known. From the spring of 1970 until Maharajji died on September
11, 1973, several hundred Westerners had his darshan (in Hinduism, the beholding of a deity, revered person, or sacred object). Those who saw him formed the Maharajji satsang—fellow travelers on the path. Love Everyone tells the stories of
those who heard the siren call of the East and followed it to the foothills of the Himalayas. The ways they were called to make the journey, their experiences along the way, and their meeting with Maharajji form the core of this multicultural
adventure in shifting consciousness. The contributors share their recollections of Maharajji and how his wisdom shaped their lives. All have attempted to follow Maharajji’s basic teaching, his seemingly simple directives: Love everyone, feed
everyone, and remember God. All have found their own way to be of service in the world and, in so doing, have collectively touched the hearts and souls of countless others.
Perceptions of a Renegade Mind
Millennial Conspiracism
"we are all related"
Truth and Knowledge in an Era of Epistemic Instability
Spirituality in Sedona, Arizona
Heal the World
The Only Planet of Choice
The author asserts that his most comprehensive exposé of the global conspiracy ever written is all one needs to be truly free. Original.
The result of 20 years of work by a research group whose members have been communicating, through psychic transceiver Phyllis Schlemmer, with an enlightened circle of universal beings known as the Council of Nine, this
book contains fresh and pressing information of particular relevance to our troubled world.
Ask a random American what springs to mind about Sedona, Arizona, and they will almost certainly mention New Age spirituality. Nestled among stunning sandstone formations, Sedona has built an identity completely
intertwined with that of the permanent residents and throngs of visitors who insist it is home to powerful vortexes—sites of spiraling energy where meditation, clairvoyance, and channeling are enhanced. It is in this
uniquely American town that Susannah Crockford took up residence for two years to make sense of spirituality, religion, race, and class. Many people move to Sedona because, they claim, they are called there by its special
energy. But they are also often escaping job loss, family breakdown, or foreclosure. Spirituality, Crockford shows, offers a way for people to distance themselves from and critique current political and economic norms in
America. Yet they still find themselves monetizing their spiritual practice as a way to both “raise their vibration” and meet their basic needs. Through an analysis of spirituality in Sedona, Crockford gives shape to the
failures and frustrations of middle- and working-class people living in contemporary America, describing how spirituality infuses their everyday lives. Exploring millenarianism, conversion, nature, food, and conspiracy
theories, Ripples of the Universe combines captivating vignettes with astute analysis to produce a unique take on the myriad ways class and spirituality are linked in contemporary America.
The vast majority of us unknowingly suffer from a slave mentality. We constantly experience the psychological phenomena of cognitive dissonance, where our beliefs and behaviour are in conflict, and Stockholm syndrome the traumatic bonding with a captor. Our ability to decode reality is linked to what we are able to perceive. Icke believes our reality has been hijacked by an invisible force the Gnostics used to call Archons. He
maintains that we are headed towards a cashless world and human settlements which are projected as local community initiatives but are actually centralized systems of control. Our health is being systematically weakened:
if you are sick, you are easier to control. Icke’s dystopian view of the future assumes that the masses will stay glued to their TVs, locked forever into the hive mind of the Matrix, which says "I have no power". Can
humanity break free? Through truth and love we can become who and what we really are.
Everything Else Is Illusion
Why the Official Story of 9/11 is a Monumental Lie
Love Everyone
The Truth Vibrations
Stories from Around the World
The Trigger
David Icke’s History of the New World Order
Truth VibrationsFrom TV Celebrity to World VisionaryGill & Macmillan
In documented detail, the author argues that the same interconnecting bloodlines have controlled the planet for thousands of years. Original.
David Icke has been writing books for decades warning that current events were coming. He has faced ridicule and abuse for saying that the end of human freedom was being planned, how, and by whom. His latest highly topical book, Perceptions of a Renegade Mind, is published in very different circumstances with vast numbers of people
acknowledging that he has been vindicated by the happenings of the 'Covid' era. His predictions over more than 30 years have been proved stunningly accurate since the turn of 2020 often down to the fine detail. Icke set out only in January 2021, to write a book to quickly bring enormous numbers of people worldwide up to speed and who can
now see that something very strange is happening. But they ask, what exactly? What is going on? He answers those questions in his usual dot-connected detail and lays out the background to what he calls the 'Global Cult' which operates across borders to advance a long-planned agenda for total human control. Those who read his section on
'Covid' will view events of 2020 and 2021 in a totally new light as he produces the evidence that humanity has been misled on a scale that defies belief. David Icke's time has come, and Perceptions of a Renegade Mind is destined to be an international best seller that could not have been published at a more important and relevant time or with
such a now receptive audience to what he has to say.
The Earth is in crisis. Clearly, humanity has lost touch with Nature. We are, every second, committing appalling damage to the environment, to ourselves, to other species and to the home we share. The answers to environmental decline will not come by trying to persuade politicians and industrialists that urgent and fundamental changes are
required. They are motivated by the need to get elected and by self-interest. Neither scientists nor the church seem to know what needs to be done either. What can WE do to heal the world? Former television personality turned world visionary, David Icke gives positive suggestions about how to discover our path and recognise that we are part
of a larger consciousness, connecting with others and learning how to heal the Earth. He says we have to begin at home. Healing others and healing the world has to start with self-healing, rediscovering self-respect and love in one's own life. Freedom starts with learning and overcoming fear and guilt and releasing our social conditioning. Judging
others can become listening and understanding. We need to rediscover Earth's energies and the special places where we can best connect with these energies, and balance the negative and positive. Formerly best-known as a TV sports commentator and leading spokesman for the British Green party, David Icke has gained increasing authority as a
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tireless campaigner for truth. His widely publicised spiritual transformation has given him the courage to speak out fearlessly against lies and deceit. David's engaging, readable style allows complex ideas to be easily understood. He travels extensively, offering public talks and discussions around the UK and USA about the world transformation.
Lifting the Veil
The Autobiography of David Icke
Tales from the Time Loop
The World's Most Powerful Secret Society Revealed
The Perception Deception
The Lion Sleeps No More
Ripples of the Universe
Explores the hidden history of Freemasonry from ancient Rome, through the Middle Ages, to the present • Shows the close connection between medieval masons and the Knights Templar • Illustrates the sacred nature of Roman and medieval trade
associations • Reveals the missing link that connects the lodges of modern Freemasonry to the medieval brotherhoods of builders Historians often make a sharp distinction between the operative Masonry of the Middle Ages and the speculative Masonry of
modern times, emphasizing that there is no direct bridge connecting the two. Modern historians also have scoffed at Masonic claims concerning the close relationship between the Lodge and the Temple. Using medieval archives housed throughout Europe,
historian Paul Naudon reveals that there was in fact a very intimate connection between the Masons and the Knights Templar. Church records of medieval Paris show that most, if not all, the Masons of that time were residents of the Templar censive, which
allowed them to enjoy great exemptions and liberties from both church and state as a result of the protection afforded them by this powerful order. Naudon shows that the origins of Freemasonry can be traced back to the collegia of ancient Rome. He traces
the evolution of organizations such as the Comacine Masters, the Arab turuqs, and the brotherhoods of builders created under the aegis of the Benedictines and the Knights Templar, all of which provide the vehicle for the transmission of a sacred tradition
from pre-Christian times to the modern era. This tradition is the source of Masonic ritual and symbolism, and it provides the missing link in the transformation of the operative Masonry of the medieval cathedral builders to the spiritual principles of modern
speculative Masonry.
David Icke’s strongest book to date, The Robots’ Rebellion reveals the alarming extent to which people of all nations are programmed by the ideas fed to them by those in power. We live in a world which is increasingly dominated by technology but, according
to Icke, it is we who are the robots. Fearlessly, he tears down the veils of hypocrisy, built up for generations by the corrupt forces of Church, State, science and commerce — and reveals the true pathos of the human condition beneath. He points, too, to the
frightening influence wielded throughout the planet by a merciless and manipulative network of secret societies. The existence of long-established links between Earth-bound humanity and beings from other dimensions and planets in the Universe has been
suppressed for years, says Icke, by the world’s power-broking hierarchy. When ordinary people learn the real role they have to play within a rich and varied cosmic society, rebellion against those who have kept this extraordinary truth from them will, he
predicts, be inevitable. The author is no stranger to controversy. Formerly best-known as a TV sports commentator and leading spokesman for the British Green Party, he is gaining increasing authority as a tireless campaigner for truth. His widely-publicised
spiritual transformation has given him the courage to speak out fearlessly against lies deceit. Hidebound politicians, bankers, economists, educationalists, scientists and the leaders of the world’s established religions are not going to welcome Icke’s
challenging book. But it is not intended for those who wield and abuse power. This book is for the world’s unwilling robots who, says Icke, in an upbeat conclusion, have it within themselves to rise up — and take control of their own exciting destiny. The
Robots’ Rebellion: Table of Contents Introduction Remember Who You Are PART ONE: The Darkness The Takeover Bid Collective Amnesia The Brotherhood of Clans Bible Stories Hell on Earth Arabian Knights The Cracks Appear Eagle Tails The Rule of
Science The World at War Big is Beautiful The New World Order When Will We Ever Learn? PART TWO: The Light Goodbye to All That The Economics of Enough The Politics of People The Science of Sanity Bricks in the Wall Exploitation of the Spirit The
World Needs Rebels
David Icke's extraordinary story and the message that Truth Vibrations brings to every man, woman and child is of importance to the future of planet Earth.
The legends of the Seven Sisters of the Pleiades that poets, priests, prophets, shamans, storytellers, artists, singers, and historians have told throughout time are retold in this compilation of the stories that have found their inspiration in nine beautiful stars
clustered together in the night sky. While particular attention in this cross-cultural study is paid to the influence of the Pleiades cluster on the living traditions of indigenous people in North America, Australia, Japan, and the Pacific, much ancient mythology
passed down through written and visual sources from ancient Egypt, India, Greece, and South America is also explored. Appearances of the myths in the modern world are also mentioned, including American presidential elections, Halloween, Atlantis, the
Titanic, and Subaru automobiles. Serious astronomical research complements the variety of mythological explanations for the stars' existence by providing the modern world's scientific understanding of them.
The Most Comprehensive Exposé of the Global Conspiracy Ever Written and All You Need to Know to Be Truly Free
The Most Evil Secret Societies in History
Remember who You are
Its Origins and Connection to the Knights Templar
Nothing but the Truth
The Lie That Changed the World
Human Race Get Off Your Knees

In this ethnographic study, the author takes an agnostic stance towards the truth value of conspiracy theories and delves into the everyday lives of people active in the conspiracy milieu to understand better what the contemporary appeal of conspiracy theories is. Conspiracy
theories have become popular cultural products, endorsed and shared by significant segments of Western societies. Yet our understanding of who these people are and why they are attracted by these alternative explanations of reality is hampered by their implicit and explicit
pathologization. Drawing on a wide variety of empirical sources, this book shows in rich detail what conspiracy theories are about, which people are involved, how they see themselves, and what they practically do with these ideas in their everyday lives. The author inductively
develops from these concrete descriptions more general theorizations of how to understand this burgeoning subculture. He concludes by situating conspiracy culture in an age of epistemic instability where societal conflicts over knowledge abound, and the Truth is no longer
assured, but "out there" for us to grapple with. This book will be an important source for students and scholars from a range of disciplines interested in the depth and complexity of conspiracy culture, including Anthropology, Cultural Studies, Communication Studies, Ethnology,
Folklore Studies, History, Media Studies, Political Science, Psychology and Sociology. More broadly, this study speaks to contemporary (public) debates about truth and knowledge in a supposedly post-truth era, including widespread popular distrusts towards elites, mainstream
institutions and their knowledge.
With humor and powerful insight, the author exposes what he sees as the mental and emotional prisons which billions of people have built around themselves. Original.
An Exploration of the Mysteries of Life and Prophetic Revelations for the Future of Humanity
Days of Decision
Truth Vibrations – David Icke's Journey from TV Celebrity to World Visionary
Infinite Love Is the Only Truth
Truth Vibrations
I Got Out Alive!
How Arcturians Are Healing Planet Earth
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